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Creamsource Sky Head
1200W Colour including
Yoke

Outsight Creamsource Sky Head 1200W Colour
including Yoke

Reference: CSS-1200-C
EAN13: -
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Creamsource Sky is the original high power full spectrum softsource, combining the latest LED
technology with sophisticated colour management, modern ergonomics and stunning design.

At Sky’s heart is an array of six powerful LED Engines, cooled by a highly efficient and silent
heatpipe system. Colour temperature is continously adjustable from 2,200K to 15,000K with
similtaneous adjustment of the green/ magenta axis. Hue and saturation controls mean you’re not
just limited to white light either – any colour is possible. In addition, the Creamsource Sky is able to
deliver an incredibly wide and even beam in a compact package, allowing better utilisation of
limited studio space. Rain set? No problem. Stormy weather exterior, or just too much dust? With
IP65 rating the Sky has you covered.

Welcome to the age of lighting built exclusively to harness your creativity.

&gt; 1200W of LED power providing the equivalent output to a 5K Tungsten
&gt; Superb colour rendition with typical CRI of 95 from 3200K to 6500K
&gt; Full colour temperature adjustment from 2,200K to 15,000K with a full stop of Green/Magenta
control
&gt; Hue and Saturation settings, plus direct RBGAW capability
&gt; Smooth dimming with high speed capability
&gt; Removable power supply with quick release mechanism
&gt; DMX via standard 5-pin XLR connectors – SHoWDMX Wireless DMX built in
&gt; Water resistant design (IP65)
&gt; Accepts industry standard diffusion skirts
&gt; Onboard control keypad and OLED display
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